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Poisson Total Variation (PTV) is an advanced signal processing technique that employs
maximum likelihood estimation with a known signal detection noise model to process noisy
images.  Applied to photon counting lidar data, PTV approximates retrieved state variables as 2D
piecewise constant functions and separates uncorrelated noise from spatially correlated image
structure to obtain a denoised estimate of the data product.  PTV has been successfully applied to
medical imaging for nearly two decades and was first applied to lidar signal processing in 2016
where HSRL data products were retrieved using the technique.

More recently we have demonstrated PTV for estimating water vapor number density from the
MicroPulse DIAL (MPD) and validated the retrievals against radiosonde measurements.  We find
that by applying PTV, the denoised water vapor retrievals have lower error than that obtained
through the standard DIAL equation – particularly above 2 km (AGL) – and extend the water
vapor product maximum range by 25%.  Particularly at times of high background, the PTV
retrievals of MPD data demonstrated lower water vapor measurement error than the colocated
SGP Raman lidar which has a power-aperture product 500 times greater than the MPD.

We are now investigating the application of PTV to additional lidar sensing problems to improve
data accuracy and resolution.  We are currently working toward global estimation of all MPD
channels –  water vapor DIAL, temperature DIAL and HSRL –  where PTV can account for the
interdependence of the channels while minimizing noise so that no post processing is needed to
merge independently obtained estimates of the state variables.

We are also working toward using PTV as a technique for processing Time Correlated Single
Photon Counting (TCSPC, also called “time tag”) data where the times of individual photon
detections are recorded instead of binning photon counts with a multi-channel scaler, allowing
for the possibility of extremely high resolution, multifunctional lidar measurements.  Hardware
to perform time tag acquisition was developed at NCAR to provide needed functionality while
minimizing excess and unnecessary data and a demonstration has been performed on the MPD.
In combination with a detector noise model accounting for dead time, backscatter data can be
processed using PTV to obtain higher accuracy and resolution than possible with conventional
binning approaches while still largely removing shot noise in the final estimate.


